
 

 

GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 2: LESSON 1 
Myths and Legends 

 
 
 
 
 
In appearance, the gods were supposed to resemble mortals, but they were more beautiful, strong, 
and tall. They resembled human beings in their feelings and habits, marrying one another and having 
children, and needing daily nourishment and refreshing sleep.  
 
The Greeks believed that their gods were much smarter than men, but that the gods still had human 
feelings and passions. We often see the gods motivated by revenge, deceit, and jealousy. But they 
always punish the evildoer, especially any mortal who neglects their worship. 
 
We often hear of the gods descending to earth to visit mankind. Often, both gods and goddesses 
become attached to mortals and have children with them. These children are called heroes or 
demigods, and were usually known for their great strength and courage. But although there were so 
many points of resemblance between gods and men, only the gods were immortal.  
 
They possessed the power to make themselves invisible and could disguise themselves as men or 
animals. They could also transform human beings into trees, stones, or animals, either as a 
punishment for their misdeeds or to protect the individual from danger.  
 
Most of these divinities lived on the summit of Mount Olympus, each possessing his or her 
individual home, and all meeting together on festive occasions in the council-chamber of the gods. 
Men built magnificent temples to their honor and worshipped the gods with the greatest solemnity.

Adapted from: Berens, E. M. “Part I: Introduction”. Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece and Rome.  
New York: Maynard, Merrill and Co., 1894. 7–8. Web. 7 June 2013. Public domain. 
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	I would/would not recommend this book because . . . .
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	Chapter 10, pages 155-156
	What is the key idea that Rick Riordan is expressing about Cronus in this passage?
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	Chart 1:
	Chart 2:
	Cronus: “But Cronus did not set his monstrous brothers free, and Mother Earth was angry with him and plotted his downfall.”
	Chart 3:
	Chart 4:
	Adapted from Odell Education resource: “Forming Evidence-based Claims”
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	The story of Cronus is a classic myth that shows the theme of a mother’s love.
	This classic myth shows how a mother’s struggle to save her children became the origin of the gods and Greek culture.
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	How does Percy show that he is a hero in Chapter 17 of The Lightning Thief?
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	Note: Talk with your partner to help you think before you write. But each of you should write your own essay in the space below.
	Use evidence from both the myth and the informational text to support your answer.
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	The first body paragraph identifies two elements of mythology present in the myth of Prometheus.
	The first body paragraph includes evidence to show each element of mythology.
	The second body paragraph identifies a theme of Prometheus.
	The second body paragraph provides two details that contribute to the theme.
	The second body paragraph explains how the details help to prove the claim.
	The mini-essay ends with a concluding sentence that shows the writer’s thinking about why this matters.
	Use evidence from both the myth and the informational text to support your answer.
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	“I knew you would say that,” said Ariadne. “Come with me. Here is your own sword. You will need it.”
	“Thou hast slain the monster!” cried Ariadne, clasping her hands.
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	“Exhibit clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole.”
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	Notes:
	Answer the question: How is Percy a Hero? Use evidence from the text to support your ideas.
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	Unit 3: Elements and Theme of Mythology in The Lightning Thief
	This unit is approximately 2 weeks or 10 sessions of instruction.
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	“Tell me more, Grandpa,” Marney said.
	My hero – Who is your hero? How do readers meet the hero?
	The Ordinary World – What is the setting at the beginning?
	The Call to Adventure – How is your hero started on his or her journey?
	The Supernatural World – What kind of place is the new world going to be?
	The Allies – Who will be helping your hero along the way?
	The Road of Trials – What obstacles is your hero going to encounter?
	The Supreme Ordeal – What is going to be the climax of your story?
	The Return – How is your hero going to get home? What happens once he or she is home?
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	How does your plan for a hero’s journey align with the archetype of “The Hero’s Journey?”
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	Write your best independent draft of your hero’s journey narrative that follows the hero’s journey archetype.



